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Magnetoelectronic and optical properties of carbon nanotubes
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Magnetoelectronic and optical properties of carbon nanotubes are, respectively, studied within thesp3

tight-binding model and the gradient approximation. They strongly depend on the magnitude and the direction
of the magnetic field, the nanotube geometry~radius and chiral angle!, and the Zeeman splitting. The magnetic
field would lead to the change of energy gap, the destruction of state degeneracy, and the coupling of different
angular momenta. Hence there are magnetic-field-dependent absorption frequencies and more absorption
peaks. The types of carbon nanotubes predominate in the band structure and thus the range of absorption
frequencies and the number of absorption peaks. The Zeeman splitting makes the semiconductor-metal tran-
sition occur at lower magnetic flux. It metalizes armchair carbon nanotubes in the presence of the perpendicular
magnetic field. However, it does not affect the optical excitations except for metallic carbon nanotubes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes have prompted a lot of studies s
their discovery by Iijima1 in 1991, such as electroni
structures2–16 and optical properties.17–29 A single-wall car-
bon nanotube is a rolled-up graphite sheet,6 the structure of
which is thus fully specified by a two-dimensional~2D! lat-
tice vectorRx5ma11na2 , where a1 and a2 are primitive
lattice vectors of a graphite sheet. The radius and the ch
angle of a ~m, n! carbon nanotube are, respectively,Rd

5uRxu/2p5bA3(m21mn1n2)/2p and u5tan21

@2)n/(2m1n)#. b51.42 Å is the C-C bond length. A car
bon nanotube is a semiconductor or a metal, which depe
on both radius and chirality.2–8 The electronic structure is
strongly affected by the magnetic field.10–16 The optical ex-
citations directly reflect its characteristics. In this work, t
sp3 tight-binding model with the curvature effects is utilize
to calculate the magnetoelectronic structure. Furtherm
the magneto-optical properties are studied by means
evaluating the optical-absorption function. The depende
on the nanotube geometry (Rd andu!, the direction and the
magnitude of the magnetic field, and the Zeeman splitt
are investigated.

There are three types of carbon nanotubes accordin
their energy gaps (Eg’s).5–6,8–9A ~m, n! carbon nanotube is
~I! a gapless metal form5n, ~II ! a narrow-gap semiconduc
tor for mÞn and 2m1n53I ~I is an integer!, and ~III ! a
moderate-gap semiconductor for 2m1nÞ3I . Energy gaps
are, respectively, inversely proportional toRd

2 and Rd for
type-II and type-III carbon nanotubes. From thesp3 (2pz)

8

tight-binding model,9 energy gaps of type-II carbon nano
tubes are given by the approximate relationEg

.5g0b2 cos 3u/16Rd
2 (3g0b2 cos 3u/16Rd

2; 2g0 is the
nearest-neighbor resonance integral of 2pz orbitals!. This
model includes the curvature effects, the misorientation
pp orbitals, as well as the mixing ofpp andsp2s orbitals.
The predicted energy gaps are successful for understan
0163-1829/2003/67~4!/045405~9!/$20.00 67 0454
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the experimental measurements of the low-freque
optical-absorption spectra (v,0.1g0).20 Each carbon nano
tube has many 1D parabolic subbands except that the
bands nearest to the Fermi level (EF50) in an armchair~m,
m! nanotube are linear. That is to say, all subbands h
divergent density of states~DOS! in 1/AE form except the
finite DOS of the linear subbands. The 1D van Hove sing
larities~vHs! in the DOS would play an important role on th
optical-absorption spectra.

Electronic structures in the presence of the magnetic fi
are studied within the effective-mass approximation10 and
the tight-binding model.11–18The magnetic field would affec
energy dispersions and energy gaps. Furthermore, it lead
the oscillatory behavior. Electronic structures exhibit the p
riodical Aharonov-Bohm~AB! oscillations with a period
f05hc/e, if the magnetic field is parallel to the nanotub
axis and the Zeeman splitting is neglected. The AB effect
be identified in the magnetophysical properties, e
magnetoresistance.17–18 Only 2pz orbitals are taken into ac
count in the above-mentioned studies. Thesp3 tight-binding
model, with the curvature effects and the Zeeman splitti
can reveal more detailed electronic properties.

There have been some experimental studies on the op
excitation spectra.19–25 These measurements show that t
absorption spectra exhibit rich absorption peaks, owing
the 1D vHs. Such prominent peaks are determined by ra
and chiral angle. For example, the first absorption peak,
spectively, occurs at 10–20 meV~Ref. 22! and 0.5–0.7 eV
~Refs. 20–21 and 23–25! for type-II and type-III carbon
nanotubes withRd;6 – 7 Å. The theoretical studies ar
mainly focused on thep-electronic optical excitations.26–32

They could explain the experimental results, such as the
absorption peak9,31–32 and the special absorption peak
2g0 .31–32 The magneto-optical-absorption spectra are p
dicted to exhibit the periodical AB oscillations and depe
on the direction of electric polarization and magne
field.26–27

We use thesp3 tight-binding model to calculate the mag
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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netoenergy bands and the gradient approximation33 to evalu-
ate the magneto-optical-absorption function. Compari
with the previous studies10–16;26–27is also made. Our study
shows that electronic properties are very sensitive to chan
in the magnitude and the direction of the magnetic field,
nanotube geometry~radius and chiral angle!, and the Zeeman
splitting. The magnetic field would induce the change of e
ergy gap, the destruction of state degeneracy, and the
pling of different angular momenta. Such effects are direc
reflected in the optical excitations. There are magnetic-fie
dependent absorption frequencies and more absorp
peaks. The low-energy electronic structures are mainly de
mined by the types of carbon nanotubes, and so do the ra
of absorption frequencies and the number of absorp
peaks. The Zeeman splitting could reduce the energy gap
destroy the periodicity of the AB oscillations. It thorough
metalizes armchair carbon nanotubes when the magn
field is perpendicular to the nanotube axis. On the ot
hand, the Zeeman splitting hardly affects the optical exc
tions except for metallic carbon nanotubes.

This paper is organized as follows. The magnetoelectro
structures are calculated from thesp3 tight-binding model.
The magnetic-field-dependent energy gap is studied in S
II. The gradient approximation33 is used to evaluate th
optical-absorption function. The calculated magneto-opt
spectra are discussed in Sec. III. Finally, Sec. IV contains
concluding remarks.

II. MAGNETOELECTRONIC PROPERTIES

We first see thesp3 tight-binding model in the absence o
the magnetic field. The number of carbon atoms in a pri
tive unit cell is Nu54A(m21mn1n2)(p21pq1q2)/3. ~p,
q! corresponds to the primitive vector perpendicular to
vector of~m, n!. As a result of the periodical boundary co
dition along the azimuthal direction, band structures with
the magnetic field only involve two independent atoms,A
andB. The calculations of band structure are similar to tho
done for a graphite sheet. The Hamiltonian is described b
838 Hermitian matrix. According toA atom andB atom, it
can be decomposed into four block matrices:

HAi,A j~k!5HBi,B j~k!5Eid i j ,

HAi,B j5 (
l 51,2,3

hi j
~ l ! exp@ ik•~r l2rA!#,

HBi,A j5 (
l 851,2,3

hi j
~ l 8! exp@ ik•~r l 82rB!#. ~1!

Each block matrix is a 434 matrix. i represents the basi
states ofs and p orbitals. rA and rB are, respectively, posi
tional vectors for theA atom and theB atom. The nearest
neighbor atom is atr l . The cylindrical coordinates (r ,F,z)
are convenient in taking into account the curvature effe
rA5(Rd,0,0) and r l5(Rd ,F l ,zl). F l ’s and zl ’s for the
three nearest-neighbor atoms areF152b cos(p/62u)/Rd ,
F25b cos(p/61u)/Rd , F35b cos(p/22u)/Rd , z1
52b sin(p/62u), z252b cos(p/32u), and z35b cos(u),
04540
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respectively. Similar results are obtained forrB andr l 8 . The
matrix elementshi j

( l )’s in Eq. ~1! are given by

hrr
~ l !5Vppp cosF l14~Vppp2Vpps!sin4~F l /2!Rd

2/b2,

hrF
~ l ! 5Vppp sinF l24~Vppp

2Vpps!sin3~F l /2!cos~F l /2!Rd
2/b2,

hFF
~ l ! 5Vppp cosF l2~Vppp2Vpps!sin2~F l !Rd

2/b2,

hrz
~ l !522~Vppp2Vpps!sin2~F l /2!Rdzl /b2,

hFz
~ l ! 52~Vppp2Vpps!sin~F l !Rdzl /b2,

hzz
~ l !5Vppp2~Vppp2Vpps!zl

2/b2,

hsr
~ l !522Vsps sin2~F l /2!Rd /b,

hsF
~ l ! 5Vsps sin~F l !Rd /b,

hsz
~ l !5Vspszl /b,

hss
~ l !5Vsss . ~2!

hzF
( l ) 5hFz

( l ) , hFr
( l ) 52hrF

( l ) , hzr
( l )52hrz

( l ) , hrs
( l )5hsr

( l ) , hFs
( l )

52hsF
( l ) ; hzs

( l )52hsz
( l ) . The suffixess, r, F, and z are, re-

spectively,s, pp(pz), ps1
, and ps2

. hrr
( l ) (hrF

( l ) and hrz
( l )) is

related to the misorientation ofpp orbitals ~the mixing of
pp andsp2s orbitals!.9 The tight-binding parameters are a
follows.7 The s orbital energy isEs527.3 eV below the
triply degeneratep orbitals taken as the zero of energy (Ep
50). The Slater-Koster hopping parameters for the near
neighboring pairs areVsss524.30 eV, Vsps54.98 eV,
Vpps56.38 eV, andVppp522.66 eV (52g0). Electronic
states are characterized by the angular momentumJ
(5kxRd51,2,...Nu/2) and the longitudinal wave vectorkz
(2p<kzRz<p). The discreteJ’s come from the periodica
boundary condition.Rz5bA3(p21pq1q2) is the periodical
distance along the nanotube axis.

When a carbon nanotube is threaded by a uniform m
netic field along the nanotube axis, the angular momen
changes fromJ into J1f/f0 . The magnetic flux isf
5pRd

2B. The angular momentum keeps decoupled; that iJ
is still a good quantum number. But on the other hand,
differentJ’s would couple one another as the magnetic fie
deviates from the nanotube axis. The angle between the m
netic field and the tube axis is assumed to bea, i.e., B
5B cosaẑ1BsinaF̂5Biẑ1B'F̂. The parallel magnetic
filed (Bi) induces the shift@kx→kx1f cos(a)/(foRd)#, and
the perpendicular magnetic field (B') leads to the coupling
of different J’s or kx’s. For B' , the total carbon atoms in a
primitive cell are included in the band-structure calculatio
The vector potential in the presence ofB' is chosen as

A5RdB' sinS x

Rd
D ẑ, ~3!
5-2
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where x5RdF. A is independent ofz, so the axial wave
vectorkz remains a good quantum number. The depende
on x means that the differentkx’s or J’s are no longer
decoupled.10–15All the kx’s need to be taken into account
the Hamiltonian matrix simultaneously. The vector poten
will induce a phase factorGR5*R

r A(D)•dD in the tight-
binding function. Now, each Hamiltonian block matrix in E
~1! changes from a 434 matrix into a 2Nu32Nu matrix.
The Hamiltonian matrix element between siteA with kx state
and siteB with kx8 state is given by

^Fk
x8

B juHuFkx

Ai&5
2hi j

Nu
(
RA

(
RB

e2 iDkxxe2 i ~kx81f cosa/f0Rd!Dx

3e2 ikzDzei ~e/\!DG, ~4!

where the phase difference due toB' is

DG5GRA2GRB5
fDz sina

pDx S cos
x

Rd
2cos

x1Dx

Rd
D ,

DxÞ0,

5
fDz sina

pRd
sin

x

Rd
, Dx50. ~5!

RA5(x,z), RB5(x8,z8), and DR5RB2RA5(Dx,Dz).
The effect ofBi is added in Eq.~4!. The other three block
matrices have the similar formula. The 4Nu34Nu Hamil-
tonian matrix is thus constructed for any field direction.

By diagonalizing the Hamiltonian, we obtain energy d
persionEc,y(J,kz ,f) and wave functionCc,y(J,kz ,f). The
superscriptsy andc, respectively, represent the occupied v
lence bands and the unoccupied conduction bands. Aa
Þ0° (a50°), thewave function is the linear combinatio
of the 4Nu ~8! tight-binding functions, and it is composed o
the differentJ’s ~the sameJ!. Although there exists the cou
pling of angular momenta, the wave function is principa
dominated byJ at f,f0/3. For simplicity, wave function
and energy dispersion are denoted as a function ofJ. The
magnetostate energy is the sum of the band energy plus
spin-B interaction energy, i.e., Ec,y(J,kz ;s,f)
5Ec,y(J,kz ;f)1E(s,f). E(s,f)5gsf/m* Rd

2f0 . The g
factor is taken to be the same as that~;2! of the pure graph-
ite. s561/2 is the electron spin andm* is the bare electron
mass. The Zeeman splitting would lead to the rigid shift
the spin-up and spin-down states. It is neglected except
it has to be specially emphasized. For example, the Zee
splitting affects the absorption spectra only when carb
nanotubes are gapless metals. The number of the total c
ers is fixed during the variation off. The f dependence o
the Fermi level is examined to be very weak, i.e.,EF(f)
.0.

Three types of carbon nanotubes, the type-I~10, 10! nano-
tube, the type-II~18, 0! nanotube, and the type-III~17, 0!
nanotube, are chosen for a model study. They have the ne
same radii. We first see the type-I~10, 10! nanotube. The
low-energy magnetoband structures, withoutE(s,f), are
shown in Fig. 1~a!. There are linear bands intersecting at t
04540
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Fermi level in the absence of magnetic flux. The~10, 10!
nanotube is a gapless metal atf50. The nondegenerate lin
ear bands, which are described byJ5Nu/4510, exist at
kzRz;62p/3. The magnetic flux would make the linea
bands change into the parabolic bands. It causes an en
gap and a blue shift in the wave vector of the band-ed
state. A similar shift could also be found in nonzigzag carb
nanotubes (mÞ0). The magnetic flux affects the state d
generacy. Energy bands ofJ andNu/22J are doubly degen-
erate except for those ofJ5Nu/4 andJ5Nu/2. The effects
of f on J andNu/22J are different, which thus leads to th
destruction of the double degeneracy@Fig. 4~a!#. The above-
mentioned effects due to the magnetic flux are relativ
prominent, when the direction of the magnetic field a
proaches the nanotube axis. The magnetic flux ataÞ0° also
induces the coupling of differentJ’s. Such coupling is
strong only at largef anda. It is weak for the type-I~10, 10!
nanotube atf5f0/12; therefore each energy band is a
proximately described by the decoupled angular moment

The variation of energy gap with magnetic flux deserve
closer investigation. Figure 1~b! presents the magnetic-flux
dependent energy gap for the type-I~10, 10! nanotube atf
<f0/3 and differenta’s. Eg , without the Zeeman splitting
increases withf monotonously except at largea. The oscil-

FIG. 1. ~a! The energy bands nearest to the Fermi level
shown for the type-I~10, 10! nanotube atf5f0/12 and different
a’s, and f50. ~b! The magnetic-flux-dependent energy gaps
calculated at differenta’s. The solid and dashed curves, respe
tively, correspond to those without and with the spin-B interactions.
Also shown in the insets are the detailed results ata590°. The
several identical curves are plotted froma50° to a590°.
5-3
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latory behavior exists at largea, e.g., ata590°. It is asso-
ciated with the oscillatory feature of the phase differenceDG
in the Hamiltonian matrix element@Eq. ~4!#.14 Eg decreases
in the increasing ofa. This result means that energy gap
comparatively easily modulated by the parallel magne
field. Eg changes from zero into a finite value at vanishi
magnetic flux; that is, the metal-semiconductor transit
~MST! happens atfMST50. Such transition occurs more fre
quently at largea. The spin-B interaction causes the splittin
of the spin-up and spin-down states and thus reduces en
gap. It metalizes the~10, 10! nanotube at any magnetic flu
for sufficiently largea ~.81°!, since the double spin-B in-
teraction energy@2f/m* Rd

2f0# is in excess of energy ga
due to the magnetic field. All type-I armchair nanotubes
hibit the metalization behavior in the presence of the perp
dicular magnetic field, mainly owing to the Zeeman splittin
The metallic carbon nanotubes have free carriers, so they
expected to own the low-frequency collective excitations35

This problem is under current investigation.
At f50, the type-II~18, 0! nanotube has parabolic en

ergy dispersions near the Fermi level and a small energy
as shown in Fig. 2~a!. The curvature effects are the ma
cause.9 The two parabolic bands correspond toJ512 andJ
524. The double degeneracy is clearly destroyed by
magnetic flux. However, the band-edge state keeps atkz50
during the variation off. The energy gap, as shown in Fi
2~b!, decreases asf gradually grows.Eg without the spin-B
interaction vanishes at smallfMST, where energy disper

FIG. 2. Same plot as Fig. 1, but shown for the type-II~18, 0!
nanotube. The several identical curves in~b! are plotted froma
50° to a590°.
04540
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sions are linear. The main effects of the Zeeman splitting
to reducefMST and metalize the type-II nanotubes at suf
ciently largea andf. There are three important difference
between type-I carbon nanotubes and type-II carbon na
tubes~or type-III carbon nanotubes!. They include the de-
struction of the double degeneracy for the energy bands n
est to the Fermi level, the dependence of the band-edge
on f, and the zero or nonzerofMST.

The magnetoband structures of the type-III~17, 0! nano-
tube are shown in Fig. 3~a!. It has a large energy gap in th
absence off. The magnetic flux leads to the splitting of th
doubly degenerate energy bands, but not the shift of thekz
50 band edge. It could effectively reduce the energy gap
shown in Fig. 3~b!. Eg decreases withf monotonously even
at largea. The oscillatoryf dependence, as seen in type
and type-II carbon nanotubes at largea @Figs. 1~b! and 2~b!#,
is not present. The MST of the type-III carbon nanotub
happens atfMST;f0/3. However, for all carbon nanotube
the variation ofEg with f is relatively quick at smalla. The
above-mentioned magnetoenergy gap can be directly ver
by scanning tunneling spectroscopy,36–38 transport
measurements,39 and optical-absorption spectroscopy.19–25

Our study is compared with the previous studies. Fr
thesp3 tight-binding model, thef dependence of the energ
gap is different for type-I, type-II, and type-III carbon nan
tubes@Figs. 1~b!, 2~b!, and 3~b!#. Energy gaps of type-I car
bon nanotubes grow in the slow increasing off, while the
opposite is true for type-II carbon nanotubes. Such differe

FIG. 3. Same plot as Fig. 1, but shown for the type-III~17, 0!
nanotube. The several identical curves in~b! are plotted froma
590° to a50°.
5-4
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mainly comes from the curvature effects.9 It cannot be found
in the 2pz tight-binding calculations.16,13 An energy gap at
f→0 would determine whether carbon nanotubes are p
magnetic or diamagnetic.11,12 The curvature effects migh
dominate over magnetic properties of type-II carbon na
tubes. A simple relation between the nanotube radius and
f-dependent energy gap is examined. The previous stud
Lu16 shows thatEg(f) is inversely proportional toRd for
any field direction. However, there is no simple relation
another study by Ajiki and Ando.13 This work is consistent
with the latter. For the perpendicular magnetic field, the Z
man splitting can thoroughly metalize type-I carbon nan
tubes. It is very important in clarifying the low-energy phys
cal properties, such as magnetoplasmons and magnetiza
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The metalization behavior is absent in the previous stud
The spin-B interaction energy increases with magnetic fie
linearly. The Zeeman splitting apparently destroys the p
odical AB oscillations in electronic10,16 and optical
properties.26–27

III. MAGNETO-OPTICAL SPECTRA

The above-mentioned features of the magnetoband st
tures will be directly reflected in the optical excitations. A
T50, electrons are excited from the occupied valence ba
to the unoccupied conduction bands. The magneto-opti
absorption function of the~m, n! carbon nanotube is given
by34
A~v;f!}(
J,J8

E
1stBZ

dkz

2p
•

U^Cc~J8,kz ;sf!u
Ê•P

me
uCy~J,kz ;f!&U2

vyc
2 ~J,J8,kz ;f!

•S G

@v2vyc~J,J8,kz ;f!#21G2

2
G

@v1vyc~J,J8,kz ;f!#21G2D . ~6!
n

he
e
flux

the
low

(
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m-

ing
a-
s in

ta-
ear
-I

evel
lar
vyc(J,J8,kz ;f)5Ec(J8,kz ;f)2Ey(J,kz ;f) is the inter-
band excitation energy.G(50.001g0) is the energy width
from various deexcitation mechanisms. The square of
velocity matrix element in Eq.~6! is evaluated within the
gradient approximation.33 The electric polarization is as
sumed to be parallel to the nanotube axis. There exist
selection rules for the optical excitations that greatly simp
the calculations.26–32 One is thatDkz50 in Eq. ~6!, which
follows from the fact that for photons in the long-waveleng
limit the initial- and final-state wave vectors are the sam
Another is that the angular momentum is conserved du
the vertical transitions. The wave function has 4Nu compo-
nents made up of differentJ’s. Eight components, which
correspond to a definiteJ, are treated as an entity.DJ50
means that the optical excitations fromCy to Cc for the
components with the sameJ are allowed.

The Zeeman splitting is included in the calculations.
does not affect the low-frequency absorption spectra, w
carbon nanotubes are semiconducting. That only the op
excitations from the same spin states are effective is res
sible for this result. However, the Zeeman splitting in met
lic carbon nanotubes can alter electron distribution and t
optical excitations. In short, the Zeeman splitting has to
taken into account in determining whether carbon nanotu
are semiconducting or metallic. For semiconducting carb
nanotubes, the optical excitation spectra, with and with
the Zeeman splitting, are identical to each other.

DOS, which is associated with the number of excitati
channels, is useful in explaining the optical-absorption sp
tra. It is defined as
e

o
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D~v;f!52 (
J,h5c,y

E
1stBZ

dkz

2p

G

@v2Eh~J,kz ;f!#21G2 .

~7!

DOS of the type-I~10, 10! nanotube, without the Zeema
splitting, is shown in Fig. 4~a! at a50° and variousf’s. At
f50, the low-energy pleatau is due to the linear bands. T
asymmetric peaks~vHs! at higher energy come from th
doubly degenerate parabolic bands. The magnetic
changes the linear energy dispersions and destroys
double degeneracy. Hence there are two new peaks at
energy and double peaks at others. The energy spacingvs)
between the two neighboring peaks is widened asf in-
creases. DOS of the low-energy peaks is enhanced byf,
since the parabolic bands nearest to the Fermi level bec
comparatively flat~or have smaller curvatures!. The peaks at
negative energy are approximately symmetric to those
positive energy, about the Fermi level. Furthermore, the sy
metric two peaks have the sameJ. Also notice that the sym-
metry of band structure is somewhat destroyed by the mix
of the pp and sp2s orbitals. Tunneling spectroscopy me
surements can be used to check the asymmetric peak
DOS.38

The vanishing velocity matrix prevents the optical exci
tions from the occupied linear band to the unoccupied lin
band.26,31 The threshold interband excitations of the type
~10, 10! nanotube do not exist atf50, as shown in Fig. 4~b!.
The second absorption peak, which occurs atv2;0.62g0 ,
results from the second energy bands close to the Fermi l
@Fig. 4~a!#. Each energy band is described by a single angu
momentum in the presence off and a50°. The optical
5-5
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excitations between the band-edge states of the two para
bands with the sameJ produce the asymmetric absorptio
peaks. These peaks are divergent in the square-root for
G→0, mainly owing to the vHs in the conduction and v
lence bands. For the first absorption peak, its frequency (v1)
is energy gap without the spin-B interaction, but not that with
the spin-B interaction@Fig. 1~b!#. Both frequency and inten
sity increase asf grows. The enhancement of intensity
caused by the less dispersive parabolic bands. The mag
flux also leads to double absorption peaks at higher
quency.

The nanotube geometry affects band structures and
absorption peaks. Figure 5~a! shows DOS for different car
bon nanotubes atf5f0/12 anda50°. The type-I~10, 10!
nanotube, the type-II~13, 7! nanotube, and the type-II~18, 0!
nanotube have the different chiral angles. Their DOS’s
hibit asymmetric peaks atuvu,0.05g0 and 0.25g0,uvu
,0.35g0 . That is to say, the energy range of peaks is
same for type-I and type-II carbon nanotubes. On the o
hand, the differences in DOS’s are mainly determined
armchair or nonarmchair structures (u5230° or others!.
Armchair nanotubes have half the peaks compared with n
armchair nanotubes. This result could be understood f
the simple zone folding model.31 Moreover, the DOS is
higher for the former. Armchair nanotubes thus exhibit few
but stronger absorption peaks@Fig. 5~b!#. The number of
interband excitation channels is proportional to the nanot
radius or the number of 1D subbands, as shown in Fig.~a!

FIG. 4. ~a! Density of states of the type-I~10, 10! nanotube at
a50° and differentf’s. The corresponding absorption spectra a
shown in~b!.
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for the type-I ~20, 20! and ~10, 10! nanotubes. The large
nanotubes have more absorption peaks and lower thres
frequency@Fig. 5~b!#. As for the energy spacing between th
two neighboring peaks,vs decreases in the increasing
radius or chiral angle.

The direction of the magnetic field plays an important ro
on electronic and optical properties. DOS of the type-I~10,
10! nanotube is shown in Fig. 6~a! at f5f0/12 and different
a’s. The main effect ofBi is to induce the subband splittin
except for the two energy bands nearEF . The largerBi is
~the smallera is!, the wider the energy spacing between t
two neighboring peaks is. The coupling of differentJ’s due
to B' is negligible atf5f0/12. Only the optical excitations
from the symmetric energy bands produce the strong abs
tion peaks, as shown in Fig. 6~b!. To get the additional ab-
sorption peaks, the magnetic flux needs to be sufficien
high, e.g.,f5f0/3. At a590°, the perpendicular magneti
field hardly affects the state degeneracy. There are fewer
sorption peaks. It is very special that the first absorption p
is absent. The main reasons are as follows. The energy b
nearest to the Fermi level are linear except at the neigh
hood of band edges@Fig. 6~a!#. The Zeeman splitting make
the ~10, 10! nanotube metallic, so there are no allowab
optical excitations from the band-edge states with the diff
ent spin states. Moreover, the linear energy dispersions
discussed earlier, have no contributions to absorption spe
In addition, the type-II~18, 0! nanotube exhibits the simila

FIG. 5. Same plot as Fig. 4, but shown for type-I and type
carbon nanotubes atf5f0/12 anda50°.
5-6
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DOS and A(v) except that the first absorption peak
present ata590° andf5f0/12 @Fig. 8~b!#.

DOS of the type-III~17, 0! nanotube exhibits eight peak
at 0.08g0,uvu,0.22g0 , as shown in Fig. 7~a!. As a result,
at f50°, the symmetric conduction and valence bands yi
four absorption peaks at 0.16g0,v,0.44g0 @Fig. 7~b!#.
When the magnetic field deviates from the nanotube a
each energy band is made up of different angular momen~J
andJ61). The optical excitations from the asymmetric e
ergy bands are allowed; therefore the coupling of differ
J’s causes two new absorption peaks atv;0.3g0 . Such
peaks become stronger asa increases; that is, the couplin
effect is more important at largea. They hardly exist in the
type-I ~10, 10! nanotube or the type-II~18, 0! nanotube@Fig.
6~b!#. It is relatively easy to see the coupling of differentJ’s
in the type-III carbon nanotubes.

The a-dependent absorption frequencies are importan
understanding the characteristics of absorption peaks.
frequencies (v i ’s) of absorption peaks are shown in Fig.
for the type-I~10, 10! nanotube atf5f0/12. The frequency
of the first peak isv1;0.05g0 at a50°. v1 is equal to the
energy gap in the absence of the Zeeman splitting, an
decreases witha. The first peak is absent at sufficiently larg
a ~.81°!, where the~10, 10! nanotube is a gapless meta
The two neighboring peaks, the second peak and the t
peak, have the largest energy spacing ata50°. Their fre-
quencies are, respectively,v2;0.57g0 and v3;0.67g0 .
They gradually merge together in the increasing ofa, since

FIG. 6. Same plot as Fig. 4, but shown atf5f0/12 and differ-
ent a’s.
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the double degeneracy would be restored. The type-II~18, 0!
nanotube is similar to the type-I~10, 10! nanotube, such as
the frequency range of absorption peaks (0.5g0,v i

,0.7g0) and the merger of a pair of peaks ata590°. How-
ever, the number of absorption peaks is double for the form
@Fig. 8~b!#. The absorption peaks of the type-III~17, 0! nano-
tube occur at the different frequency range@0.16g0,v i

,0.44g0 in Fig. 8~c!#. The two additional peaks withv i

;0.3g0 could survive at sufficiently largea, when the cou-
pling of different angular momenta is strong. The differen
in absorption frequency range is useful in distinguishi
type-III carbon nanotubes from type-I or type-II carbo
nanotubes. The Zeeman splitting does not affect the num
of absorption peaks and absorption frequencies except
disappearance of the first peak from type-I and type-II c
bon nanotubes. The experimental measurements on the
netoabsorption spectra can verify the predicted absorp
frequencies.

The effective-mass approximation had been used to st
magnetoelectronic and optical spectra.26–27 There are some
similar results. The optical spectra strongly depend on
direction and the magnitude of the magnetic field. Moreov
all the absorption peaks can exist in the parallel electric
larization. However, such works do not involve the Zeem
splitting and the curvature effects. The present work can p
vide more detailed optical preoperties, e.g., the absorp
frequencies and the number of absorption peaks.

FIG. 7. Same plot as Fig. 4, but shown for the type-III~17, 0!
nanotube atf5f0/12 and differenta’s.
5-7
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work, we have studied the magnetoelectronic a
optical properties of single-walled carbon nanotubes. T

FIG. 8. Thea-dependent absorption frequencies are calcula
for ~a! the type-I~10, 10! nanotube,~b! the type-II~18, 0! nanotube,
and ~c! the type-III ~17, 0! nanotube.
tt.

.

, G

B
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are significantly affected by the nanotube geometry~radius
and chiral angle!, the magnitude and the direction of th
magnetic field, and the Zeeman splitting. The predic
physical properties, energy gap, density of states, and
sorption spectrum can be tested by scanning tunne
spectroscopy,36–38 transport measurements,39 and optical-
absorption spectroscopy.19–25 The curvature effects and th
Zeeman splitting are included in the calculations. There e
certain important differences between the present study
the previous studies,10,13,16such as thef dependence of en
ergy gap for type-II carbon nanotubes, the relation betw
energy gap and magnetic field, and the metalization of typ
carbon nanotubes in the perpendicular magnetic field.

The nanotube geometry dominates the electronic pro
ties, energy gap, state degeneracy, and number of en
bands. The differences among type-I, type-II, and type
carbon nanotubes are directly reflected in the optical exc
tions, e.g., the number of absorption peaks and the rang
absorption frequencies. The magnetic field results in
change of energy gap, the destruction of state degene
and the coupling of different angular momenta. Hence th
are magnetic-field-dependent absorption frequencies
more absorption peaks. The Zeeman splitting can effectiv
reduce energy gap, so it makes the semiconductor-metal
sition display at lower magnetic flux. It can completely me
alize type-I carbon nanotubes in the presence of the per
dicular magnetic field. The Zeeman splitting is expected
play an important role on the low-energy physical properti
e.g., magnetoplasmons35 and magnetic susceptibility.11–12,16

However, it has no effect on the optical excitations except
metallic carbon nanotubes.
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